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Coordinate Interleaved Faster-than-Nyquist Signaling

Adem Cicek, Enver Cavus, Ebrahim Bedeer, Ian Marsland, and Halim Yanikomeroglu

Abstract—Faster-than-Nyquist (FTN) signaling is an attractive
transmission technique which accelerates data symbols beyond
the Nyquist rate to improve the spectral efficiency; however,
at the expense of higher computational complexity to remove
the introduced intersymbol interference (ISI). In this work, we
introduce a novel FTN signaling transmission technique, named
coordinate interleaved FTN (CI-FTN) signaling that exploits the
ISI at the transmitter to generate constructive interference for
every pair of the counter-clockwise rotated binary phase shift
keying (BPSK) data symbols. In particular, the proposed CI-
FTN signaling interleaves the in-phase (I) and the quadrature
(Q) components of the counter-clockwise rotated BPSK symbols
to guarantee that every pair of consecutive symbols has the same
sign, and hence, has constructive ISI. At the receiver, we propose
a low-complexity detector that makes use of the constructive
ISI introduced at the transmitter. Simulation results show the
merits of the CI-FTN signaling and the proposed low-complexity
detector compared to conventional Nyquist and FTN signaling.

Index Terms—Coordinate interleaving, constructive inter-
symbol interference, low-complexity detection, faster-than-
Nyquist.

I. INTRODUCTION

L IMITED spectrum resources require the use of novel

spectral-efficient transmission techniques to support the

increasing demand for high data rates. Faster-than-Nyquist

(FTN) signaling is a promising spectral-efficient transmission

technique that accelerates the transmit data symbols beyond

the Nyquist limit and hence introduces a controlled intersym-

bol interference (ISI).

In the literature, different low-complexity methods are

adopted on the transmitter or receiver sides to handle the

ISI of FTN signaling. At the receiver, the received symbols

corrupted by the ISI are recovered with detection methods such

as truncated Viterbi and M-BCJR algorithms [1], frequency-

domain equalization (FDE)-assisted FTN receiver architecture

[2], low-complexity symbol-by-symbol based detector [3],

reduced-complexity M-BCJR algorithm based on the Unger-

boeck observation model [4], and sum-product detector with

deep learning approach [5]. At the transmitter side, Tomlinson-

Harashima precoded (THP) FTN signaling system with a

detector using an iterative successive interference cancellation

(SIC) scheme is proposed in [6]. An FTN signaling with linear

precoding that combines cyclic prefix, suffix, and discrete

Fourier transform with existing linear precoding algorithms is

introduced in [7]. The precoding method has lower complexity

than the non-linear counterparts such as THP; however, adding

a prefix and suffix causes a reduction in the spectral efficiency.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the destructive (a) and constructive (b) ISI
effects for τ = 0.6

Also, Cholesky-decomposition aided precoding scheme with

lower complexity and decoding matrix storage space consump-

tion is applied for FTN signaling in [8].

The techniques in the literature consider ISI as an unde-

sirable effect and try to minimize the effect of ISI to achieve

better performance. In an FTN system, the effect of the ISI on

a given data symbol can be either constructive or destructive.

Fig. 1 examplifies constructive and destructive interference

effects for a simple case of the transmission of two consecutive

binary phase shift keying (BPSK) symbols of (+1,+1) and

(+1,−1), respectively. In other words, it shows that if we

sample the first signal at t = 0 (red line) or the second signal

at t = τT (the blue one) at the receiver, the neighboring signal

may change the amplitude of the sampled symbol that will

decrease or increase as in (a) and (b), respectively, depending

on the sign. Therefore, at the transmitter, if more constructive

interference can be generated by ordering the same signal

symbols consecutively, the generated constructive effect might

help to boost the performance of the FTN system.

In this work, we introduce a simple FTN transmission

method, which benefits from the ISI present on FTN sig-

naling to improve the system performance with a negligible

complexity increase. Inspired by the idea of coordinate in-

terleaving proposed in [9], we first rotate the BPSK symbols

counter-clockwise and then interleave the real and imaginary

components of the rotated symbols such that the consecutive

symbols possess the same signs. Having signal pairs with the

same polarity guarantees constructive interference between the

adjacent FTN symbols, which contributes to the symbol power

by reducing destructive ISI from the adjacent symbol, and

hence improves the performance. Moreover, proposed coordi-

nate interleaved FTN (CI-FTN) signaling also reduces the total

destructive ISI within a single block of symbols and improves

the overall detection performance. Please note that the BPSK

CI-FTN signaling can be viewed as a combination of the

QPSK FTN signaling and repetition coding, where the symbols

http://arxiv.org/abs/2210.01786v1
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Fig. 2: CI-FTN signaling system model.

of the same sign are back to back. In this way, consecutive

symbols with the same sign allow ISI reduction and a very low

complexity detector design in the FTN signaling environment.

Simulation results show the performance merits of the CI-

FTN signaling with the low-complexity detector in terms of

lower bit error rates when compared to the optimal detection

of conventional Nyquist and FTN signaling.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section

II presents the proposed CI-FTN signaling system model,

while an ISI analysis of the proposed technique is discussed in

Section III. A simple and low-complexity detector for the CI-

FTN technique is introduced in Section IV. Section V presents

the simulation results, and the paper is concluded in Section

VI.

II. CI-FTN SIGNALING SYSTEM MODEL

The system model of the proposed CI-FTN signaling is

shown in Fig. 2. At the transmitter side, K-bit streams are

encoded to N -length codewords in channel encoder with the

coderate K/N and then the encoded bits are mapped to BPSK

data symbols an, n = 1, ..., N, each of energy Eb, that are

counter-clockwise rotated by an angle θ = π/4 as can be

seen from rotated modulation block in Fig. 2. The counter-

clockwise rotated BPSK symbols sn, n = 1, ..., N, are given

as

sn = an exp (jθ) = sI,n + jsQ,n, n = 1, ..., N, (1)

where sI,n and sQ,n represent the I and Q components of the

rotated nth BPSK data symbol, respectively, and j =
√
−1.

After rotation, we perform CI on every two consecutive sym-

bols sn and sn+1, n = 1, ..., N , to produce two new symbols

xn and xn+1 that consist of the in-phase and quadrature

components of sn and sn+1, respectively. CI can be formally

expressed as

xn = f(sn) =

{

sI,n + jsI,n+1, if n is odd

sQ,n−1 + jsQ,n, if n is even
, (2)

where xn is the nth interleaved symbol, and f(·) is a func-

tion representing the interleaving operation. The CI opera-

tion described earlier ensures that we transmit the I and Q

components of the odd numbered counter-clockwise rotated

BPSK symbol using the in-phase channel, while sending the

I and the Q components of the even numbered counter-

clockwise rotated BPSK symbols on the quadrature channel.

Hence, it is important that the rotation is done counter-

clockwise to guarantee that the I and Q components of

any BPSK data symbol will have the same sign. In other

words, if the inputs to the CI on the in-phase and quadrature

channels are {sI,1, sI,2, ..., sI,N} and {sQ,1, sQ,2, ..., sQ,N}, re-

spectively, then the outputs of the CI on the in-phase and

quadrature channels are {sI,1, sQ,1, ..., sI,N−1, sQ,N−1} and

{sI,2, sQ,2, ..., sI,N , sQ,N}, respectively. Please note that the CI

operation does not increase the number of time slots required

to transmit the N BPSK symbols, and it uses two dimensions

for the BPSK modulation; hence, the spectral efficiency (SE)

of BPSK CI-FTN is compared with QPSK Nyquist signaling.

Following the CI block, the interleaved symbols, xn, n =
1, .., N is transmitted through a unit energy root raised cosine

(rRC) transmit filter every τT , where τ is the acceleration

parameter and T is the symbol duration. The transmit signal

is expressed as

p(t) = ζ

N∑

n=1

xnh(t− nτT ), (3)

where ζ is a normalization factor to ensure equal transmit en-

ergy of the CI-FTN signaling when compared to conventional

FTN signaling. In this work, we consider an additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel; hence, the received signal

y′(t) can be given as

y′(t) = p(t) + w(t), (4)

where w(t) is a zero mean complex valued Gaussian noise

with a covariance of σ2I, where I is identity matrix. At the

receiver side, the received signal is passed through a filter

matched to the rRC transmit filter. The matched filter output

is written as

y(t) = ζ

N∑

n=1

xng(t− nτT ) + q(t), (5)

where g(t) =
∫
h(x′)h(x′−t)dx′, q(t) =

∫
w(x′)h(x′−t)dx′.

Since we transmit the symbols at a rate of 1/(τT ), the output

of the matched filter is sampled at the same rate. Next, the

sampled signal is processed using the FTN detector block,

and its soft output is input into the channel decoder. Finally,

the decoder decodes them and then outputs the bit streams.

Now we formulate the optimal detection rule for the pro-

posed CI-FTN system. The sampled signal in (5) can be

expressed in a vector form as

y = ζGx+ q, (6)

where G is the N × N ISI matrix, and x = f(s) =
f(a exp(jθ)) is the vector of the interleaved symbols, and q

is an N × 1 zero-mean sampled noise vector with covariance

of σ2G. Assuming that G is invertible, (6) can be also written

as

z =
1

ζ
G−1y = x+

1

ζ
G−1q, (7)

where the left hand side 1
ζ
G−1y can be thought of as a

Gaussian random variable z with covariance ∆ = σ2 1
ζ2G

−1
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and mean x. Hence, probability density function (pdf) of z is

written as

P (z|x) = 1
√

(2π)N |∆|
exp(−1

2
(z − x)T∆−1(z − x)), (8)

where |∆| is the determinant of ∆. Finding a sequence x̂ to

maximize (8) is known as the maximum likelihood sequence

estimation (MLSE). Since maximizing (8) is equivalent to

minimizing the exponent part in (8), the MLSE problem for

the CI-FTN can be expressed as

OPMLSE : â = argmin
a∈D

((

z − f
(
a exp(jθ)

))T

∆−1

(

z − f
(
a exp(jθ)

))
)

.

(9)

Finding the optimal solution to the MLSE in (9) is of

high-complexity. In Section IV, we discuss a low-complexity

detection technique for CI-FTN signaling.

III. ISI ON THE CI-FTN TECHNIQUE

This section examines the effect of coordinate interleaving

on ISI that affects the symbol. It shows how CI-FTN reduces

destructive ISI in a single symbol block at different τ values

compared to traditional FTN signaling.

As explained in the previous section, after the CI opera-

tion at the transmitter the odd-numbered and even-numbered

counter-clockwise rotated BPSK symbol components exist

on the in-phase and quadrature channels, respectively. This

ensures that every two interleaved consecutive symbol com-

ponents will have the same sign and thus decreasing the power

loss at the receiver side compared to conventional FTN signal-

ing as the CI-FTN reduces destructive interference, which may

cause the detector to make a wrong decision. In order to better

understand the advantages of the proposed CI-FTN method,

we will give a numerical example in the absence of channel

noise. Let us consider transmitting the following sequence of

6 BPSK symbols [1 −1 1 −1 1 1] and examine the ISI effects

on the third symbol for the case of τ = 0.6. In conventional

FTN signaling, the real part of the sequence after matched

filter is [0.5250 0.1154 − 0.3340 − 0.0988 1.0166 1.4706].
In this case, the third symbol gets a total ISI of −1.3340 and

the resulting symbol value becomes −0.3340, which has a

flipped sign compared to the transmitted symbol sign. On the

other hand, when the CI-FTN method is used for the same

sequence, we transmit [0.5794 - 0.5794i 0.5794 - 0.5794i

0.5794 - 0.5794i 0.5794 - 0.5794i 0.5794 + 0.5794i 0.5794

+ 0.5794i]. Consequently, the I and Q components of the 3
rd symbol, namely xI,3 and xI,4 according to Fig. II are now

adjacent and constructive to each other, which helps to make

a correct detection. Thus, ordering the same sign components

consecutively in CI-FTN technique reduces the individual ISI

on each symbol component, which leads to a considerable

reduction in the overall interference within a symbol block.

Based on the worst-case sequence, Table I shows ISI values

experienced by a symbol within a sequence of 2L symbols in

conventional FTN and CI-FTN signaling for different values

of τ , where L is the length of the single-sided ISI vector. For

TABLE I: ISI values at different values of τ .

Conventional
FTN signaling

CI-FTN
signaling

τ
Symbol
magnitude

ISI
values

ISI
values

Component
magnitude

0.9 1 0.5388 0.0464 0.5794

0.8 1 0.9727 0.0649 0.5794

0.7 1 1.2913 0.1552 0.5794

0.6 1 1.6580 0.2349 0.5794

0.5 1 1.8547 0.3718 0.5794

0.4 1 2.8911 0.7278 0.5794

example, for τ = 0.6, while a symbol can experience ISI up

to 165% of the magnitude of the symbol in conventional FTN

signaling, a symbol component (I or Q) is exposed to ISI up

to 47% of the magnitude of the component in the CI-FTN

technique at τ = 0.6. This significant ISI reduction in the CI-

FTN case is achieved by exposing the consecutive components

with the same sign.

IV. A SIMPLE DETECTOR FOR THE CI-FTN TECHNIQUE

In this section, we introduce a low-complexity detector

for the proposed CI-FTN signaling, which strikes a balance

between computational complexity and performance.

The proposed low-complexity detector exploits the fact that

the I and Q components of each interleaved pair belong to the

same BPSK data symbol, and hence, should have the same

sign. As discussed earlier, the I and Q components of the

rotated BPSK symbols sk and sk+1 are interleaved with each

other to produce two interleaved symbols xk and xk+1 as

described in (2). After the matched filter and sampler, the I

components of the first two received samples yI,k and yI,k+1

can be expressed as

yI,k = ζGkk

sI,k
︷︸︸︷
xI,k

︸ ︷︷ ︸

I component of the kth symbol

+ ζGk(k+1)

sQ,k
︷ ︸︸ ︷
xI,k+1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

constructive ISI

+ ζ

L−1∑

i=1

xI,k−iGk(k−i)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ISI from previous components

+ ζ

L∑

i=2

xI,k+iGk(k+i)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ISI from upcoming components

+ qI,k.

(10)

yI,k+1 = ζG(k+1)(k+1)

sQ,k
︷ ︸︸ ︷
xI,k+1

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Q component of the kth symbol

+ ζG(k+1)k

sI,k
︷︸︸︷
xI,k

︸ ︷︷ ︸

constructive ISI

+ ζ
L∑

i=2

xI,k+1−iG(k+1)(k+1−i)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ISI from previous components

+ ζ

L−1∑

i=1

xI,k+1+iG(k+1)(k+1+i)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ISI from upcoming components

+qI,k+1,

(11)

Similarly, the received samples on the Q channel can

also be written for the yQ,k and yQ,k+1 signals. As can

be seen from (10) and (11), the component interleaving

guarantees that dominant ISI term that comes from the
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yI,k + yI,k+1 = ζGkk

sI,k
︷︸︸︷
xI,k +ζG(k+1)(k+1)

sQ,k
︷ ︸︸ ︷
xI,k+1 +ζGk(k+1)

sQ,k
︷ ︸︸ ︷
xI,k+1 +ζG(k+1)k

sI,k
︷︸︸︷
xI,k

︸ ︷︷ ︸

sum of the terms with the same sign as kth symbol

+ ζ

L−1∑

i=1

xI,k−iGk(k−i) + ζ

L∑

i=2

xI,k+iGk(k+i)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ISIksum of ISI from previous and upcoming comp. for kth sample

+ qI,k
︸︷︷︸

noise sample for kth sample

+ ζ

L∑

i=2

xI,k+1−iG(k+1)(k+1−i)ζ

L−1∑

i=1

xI,k+1+iG(k+1)(k+1+i)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ISIk+1sum of ISI from previous and upcoming components for (k + 1)th sample

+ qI,k+1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

noise sample for (k + 1)th sample

.

(12)

where Gµν is an element of the ISI matrix G which represents

the ISI effect of νth symbol on the µth symbol. As the

components of a symbol are exposed to different levels of

interference, there exists a diversity benefit at the receiver.

To utilize this diversity, the simplest approach would be to

add yI,k and yI,k+1 before starting the detection process. In

(12), it is shown that when added together, all the terms with

the same sign as sk are combined to obtain a more reliable

sample for the estimation of sk. The proposed detector for

the CI-FTN technique is formally described in Algorithm 1,

where the detection process is started after receiving at least

L samples on each of the I and Q channels, where L << N is

the one sided ISI length. Please note that waiting for L samples

to start the detection process does not have any negative effect

on latency, since system latency is usually determined by the

block length of channel codes, which is generally much larger

than L. In Algorithm 1, to detect the symbol ak, first the two

components of a symbol, yI,k and yI,k+1, which are in the same

pair and have the same sign, are summed together. Then, L
received samples on both sides of sI,k and sQ,k, and the ISI on

them is estimated. Note that the ISI consists of ISIk+1 and ISIk
which represent the total ISI amount from the previous and

upcoming components outside of xI,k and xI,k+1 component

pair on kth and (k + 1)th components, respectively. These ISI

values are calculated using the quantized samples for the ISI

from the upcoming samples, and the estimated symbols âk
for the ISI from the previous samples. Removing the ISI due

Algorithm 1 Proposed CI-FTN detector

Inputs: y, G, L,N, θ, ζ
Outputs: â

Initialization:

k ← 1
n← 1
for k < N do

sumIQk = yI,k + yI,k+1

for k − L ≤ n ≤ k + L do

Calculate ISIk, ISIk+1

n← n+ 1
end for

âk ← quantize(sumIQk − ISIk+1 − ISIk)
k← k + 2

end for

return â

to the previous and upcoming samples, which is seen from

(10) and (11) clearly leaves only the constructive ISI effects

at n = k + 1 and n = k on the symbol components.

The kth symbol on the I path is estimated as in (13).

Similarly, the (k+1)th symbol on the Q path can be estimated.

âk = quantize
{

yI,k + yI,k+1 − ζ

√

1

2

L−1∑

i=1

âk−iGk(k−i)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ISI from prev. sym. for xI,k sample

− ζ

√

1

2

L∑

i=2

quantize{yI,k+i}Gk(k+i)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ISI from upcoming symbols for xI,k component

− ζ

√

1

2

L−1∑

i=1

quantize{yI,k+1+i}G(k+1)(k+1+i)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ISI from upcoming symbols for xI,k+1 component

− ζ

√

1

2

L∑

i=2

âk+1−iG(k+1)(k+1−i)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ISI from previous symbols for xI,k+1 component

}

,

(13)

where quantize{γ} rounds γ to the nearest unrotated BPSK

symbol. When it comes to the complexity of the proposed

detector, as seen from Table II, the proposed detector has the

complexity of O(NL) while the one of the BCJR detector [1]

is O(2LN), meaning that its complexity increases exponen-

tially as L increases. The work in [2] has similar complexity

to the proposed detector, but requires waiting for all the N
samples in the sequence for detection.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed

CI-FTN signaling using the proposed low-complexity detector

and compare with different FTN detectors. The roll-off factor

of the root raised cosine is set to α = 0.3. We also show

the LDPC coded performance of the detector against Nyquist

signaling, where the code rate of 1
2 and the length of the

TABLE II: Hardware complexity.

Algorithm Complexity

The proposed detector O(NL)
MMSE FDE [2] O(NlogN)

BCJR [1] O(2LN)
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Fig. 3: Channel coded and uncoded performance of the proposed
detector using the CI-FTN technique, α = 0.3.

codeword of N = 672 are used. In Fig. 3, the performance

of the proposed detector of the CI-FTN technique is depicted

for τ = 0.6, 0.5, and 0.45, and is also compared to the no ISI

case (i.e., τ = 1) for uncoded and channel coded scenarios.

Since CI-FTN signaling with BPSK modulation uses I and Q

components, its SE is compared to that in Nyquist signaling

with QPSK modulation. At BER of 10−5, the proposed

detector of CI-FTN signaling with BPSK modulation follows

the performance of Nyquist signaling with QPSK modulation

for τ = 0.5, with the same SE at the same bandwidth

and energy despite ISI. At τ = 0.45, the detector achieves
1.71−1.54

1.71 = 10% more spectral efficiency and gets close about

0.6 dB to the no ISI case (τ = 1) at the cost of low complexity,

compared to the Nyquist signaling with QPSK modulation.

Again at BER of 10−5, in the channel coded performance that

the detector at τ = 0.45 is compared with no ISI, there is about

0.6 dB between them. It shows that channel coding provides

a gain similar to Nyquist signaling for CI-FTN signaling.

In Fig. 4, the performance of the low-complexity detector

of CI-FTN signaling is compared to the MMSE-FDE in [2],

SVD precoding in [10], and the M-BCJR in [1] with QPSK

modulation after setting τ to the values that result in the same

SE of 1.71 bits/s/Hz for each detector. At the BER of 10−4,

the M-BCJR has the same performance as at τ = 1, but with

more complexity. The proposed low-complexity detector gets

approximately 0.3 dB closer to the no ISI case or the M-BCJR

compared to the MMSE-FDE with similar complexity to the

detector, while the SVD precoding method is about 1.7 dB

away from τ = 1.

VI. CONCLUSION

Despite the additional detection complexity, FTN signaling

is a promising bandwidth-efficient transmission method that

has the potential to be used in next-generation communication

systems. In this study, we introduced a component inter-

leaving method called CI-FTN, which leads to constructive

ISI between the counter-clockwise rotated BPSK symbols,

and presented a corresponding low-complexity FTN detector.

The performance and complexity of the proposed detector is

compared with standard FTN systems. The simulation results

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Eb/No [dB]

10-6
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MMSE FDE [8], QPSK, τ = 0.891, SE = 1.71 bits/s/Hz

CIFTN, BPSK, τ = 0.45, SE = 1.71 bits/s/Hz

BCJR, QPSK, τ = 0.9, SE = 1.71 bits/s/Hz

No ISI, QPSK, τ = 1, SE = 1.54 bits/s/Hz

Fig. 4: Comparison of the proposed detector with different detection
algorithms, α = 0.3.

show that at τ = 0.5 the proposed detector of CI-FTN

achieves the same QPSK Nyquist signaling performance (no

ISI, τ = 1). For τ = 0.45, the proposed CI-FTN can achieve

a gain of 10% in SE compared to QPSK Nyquist at the

cost of 0.6 dB in energy per bit. Hence, CI-FTN provides

an interesting trade-off between performance and complexity.
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